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New Zealand’s Only
Authorised Crimsafe Licensee

Increase the security of your 
home and business with the best 

security screens on the market

Pleated and 
Rollaway   insect 
screens are stylish but 
discreet, yet totally 
effective.

Special features
Include:

• Retracts out of sight
 when not in use
• Custom made and
 installed to your size
 requirements
• Suitable for windows,
 hinge, bi-fold and
 sliding doors
• Great airflow without
 unwanted pests
• Powder coated to
 match the joinery
• UV resistant mesh
• Individually replaceable
 components 
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• Combination insect
 screen mesh and shade
 option on pleated
 screen.



 

 

 

 

Crimsafe  is  a stainless  steel  security  mesh  and 
frame  system.  It is  used  to secure  doors,  windows and 
outdoor areas  from  intruders  and insects  alike.

From  a distance,  it looks  like  flyscreen,  allowing fresh  
air  and sunlight  in to your home.  But  Crimsafe is  unlike
any other flyscreen  you’ve ever seen,  because  it makes

 

your home virtually  impenetrable  to thieves.  

This  system  is  internationally  patented and unique.  
Only Crimsafe features  screws  driven  through  both  the  
clamp  and the mesh  and right into the frame  on the 
other side,  to provide incredible  strength.  Research  
shows  that the most  common method of entry through 
security  screens  is  a well-placed  series  of kicks  that 
bust the screen  apart.  That won’t work  with Crimsafe.  
You can kick  at Crimsafe’s  Tensile-Tuff® Security  mesh
repeatedly,  and you will  definitely injure  yourself  before

 

you break  through it.  We really  mean  it. 

Burglars  don’t have a long time to spend trying to get 
into your home.  They must  get in, quickly,  quietly,  and 
get out. It’s  too damned hard  to get through Crimsafe.  
So burglars  will  give up and move on.

All  our screens  are  made to measure,  coloured  to 
match  your existing  joinery and fitted by our  
trained  staff.

Crimsafe

Crimsafe Architectural Series

Visisafe

Crimsafe Security Doors can 
be custom made to match 
your architectural door.

Visisafe   is a strong 7mm diamond grille system 
providing an advanced level of security over a 
standard 7mm aluminum door or screen.

Visisafe’s additional security
features include:

• Using screws 5 times stronger than ordinary rivets
• Thicker, deeper, stronger frame
• Stronger metal in the grille and frame
• Optional triple locking and triple hinging
• Exceeds Australian standard’s for security doors
• Available as fixed, sliding or hinged operation
• Visisafe was designed by Crimsafe using Crimsafe
 technology.


